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TRAINING A BRIDGE FORFGRrokfok UMANHUMAN

understanding
by dr kenneth eugene mann

they practice 1 when dealing with
in todays world intercultural intercultural communication a

communication estheistheis the most accepted term concentration on the way people dress
for describing the interaction between two causes problems because it is too easy to
people from different cultures the assume that those dressing alike have the
following terms however are also used to same beliefs values and behavior in
describe the same process cross cultural addition the connection between beliefs and
Ccommunicationommuniommund cationcatlon transcultural behavior are seldom obvious although an
communication interracial examination of the customs that people
communication and transracialtransracial practice will give some guidelines they do
communication although these terms are not indicate how individuals will interact in
used synonymously intercultural an intercultural communication situation
communication7 is most suitable since it in addition intercultural communication
describes all situations that exist when training is not a matter of teaching the dos
people of different cultures attempt to and dontsbonts of conversing with someone of
communicate for example when describing another culture this type of approach
the communication between two people of merely reveals a failure to understand the
the same race country and religion but cultural concept instead of a concentration
from different economic levels one poor on specific rules there should be a focus on
and the other wealthy only the term the general rulesrolesmoles for example americans
14 intercultural14intercultural communication is communicate praise abuse blame status
appropriate although some nmightnaghtaght ararguegue and anticipation to name only a few by
that these two individuals are of the same using time it would be impossible for a
culture the communication difficulties that foreigner in the united states to attempt to
they will experience will be just as acute as memorize all the ways in which time is
when there are differences in nationality employed however if this same individual
race or skin color were to learn that time awareness is a part of

training iinn intercultural our cultural whole he would begin to
communication must not and cannot be understand the cues or time messages that he
linlimitedabedated by such things as racial differences or observes and receives during hisUs stay in the
skin pigmentation the major emphasis of united states
any such program should be on individual it becomes extremely easy for the teacher
awareness of the differences and similarities of an intercultural communication
between people students need to realize training program to concentrate on cultural
that the more differences existing the differences customs and idiosyncrasies it is
greater the dilemma as people attempt to entertaining for the students and rather
communicate with one another whether a enjoyable to parade various strange
training program in intercultural practices before the minds of students such
communication consists of a semester wdwardedwardedward T hall and william F whyte
course or merely a unit of study certain intercultural communication A guide to
approaches should be avoided for example men of action ithaca new york state
most individuals think of culture as the way school of industrial and labor relations
people dress their beliefs and the customs 1960060 page 5
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an approach however does not provide contact shaking hands touching ana
students with the background the distance from each other when talking the
knowledge or the skill to deadeall with the vast silentsdentadent language is an excellent source for
numberdumber of intercultural communication such information 3 for those people who
situations that they will likely encounter will be dealing with individuals of other

the objectives of a course or training cultures especially in a business way an
program in intercultural communication awareness of this problem may mean the
should be to help students 1 see their own difference between success and failure
society or culture as one pattern of living the fourth area has already been alluded
among many 2 distinguish the to in this paper the dimension of time
characteristics of at least one other culture students of intercultural communication
and 3 learn to focus on gaining an need to be aware that cultures look at time

of how of otherunderstanding people in different ways it does not receive
cultures to communicate bothattempt emphasis in some societies and varies in
verbally and nonverballynon verbally these objectives importance from culture to culture it would
can best be accomplished by assisting be fruitless to instruct students inin the
students realize the of at leastto importance concept of time in each area of the world
six areas of concern but they should be taught to be keen

observers of the phenomenonfirst students must realize that languages
fifth some topics of discussion arecannot be translated exactly word for word

completely inappropriate in certain culturesbecause the meanings of certain phrases
under specific circumstances this is an area

change from language to language students that will thanrequire more mere observationneed to be made aware that many to keep from committing blunders an
misunderstandings are the result of slang and
idiomatic expressions most teachers of

A current CCH faculty member geneenglish as a second language are to be
commended for their efforts in this area mann received his phd in

Speechspeech comcommunicationmuni cationcatlon ffromrom indianaA second area of concern includes the
universitytone of voice use of gestures and facial

2 dr mann has taught at purdue and
expressions students need to be aware that indiana universities and has published
the tone of the voice communicates meaning several articles concerning black history
just like words but that meaning varies from
culture to culture for example because of additional problem is that these restraints
the intense inflections of spanish used along are continuously changing at a rapid rate
the united states and mexican border many for example it has always been poor taste
american observers have misinterpreted to discuss certain topics in mixed company
normal conversations to be angry in the united states since the origination of
encounters likewise gestures do not have the current womens lib movement this
universal meanings A wave in one culture restriction is being examinedreexaminedre and
will call someone to you in another A questioned by somesorne people
perfectly acceptable gesture in one society is

A sixth area that students ofa means of insulting someone in another
the student must realize what ways of intercultural communication must

investigate is that of class contacts in somecommunicating are acceptable in the culture
societies people perform their business in ainin which he happens to be residing
one to one relationship in others a

third students must become aware of delegation is employed in still others a
how a culture interprets physical third party or negotiator is used

2
observation will have toto be the basis for

alice C pack gives examples of and
discusses kinesics and culture in thethe

3edwardedward T hall the silent language
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functioning correctly from one culture to to work out any existing difficulties all
another barriers between them can be overcome

any training program in intercultural training in intercultural communication
communication should consider the above can be the bridge to help bring about
six areas as a minimum an additional understanding among peoples and nations
objective for such a program should be to this type of training will enable students
get students to become aware of the future leaders of the world to function in
similarities existing between people of intercultural communication situations
various cultures if individuals of various with a greater degree of success and
cultures come to realize that they are more effectiveness
alike than different and they honestly want




